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Our UK-Manufactured Diesel generators will get you through the toughest times, 
supplying the power you need to keep business strong. However, even the best 
machinery needs regular servicing to keep it in top working condition. In this post, 
we’ll walk you through the basics of Diesel generator maintenance and how our new 
servicing contracts can keep your quality CPS Power solution marching on. 

Why Do you Need Diesel Generator Servicing? 

Diesel generators are intricate and powerful pieces of machinery. Hot combustion 
gas is pounded by pistons, outputting the electrical power you need to energise 
potentially hundreds of pieces of essential equipment, from lightbulbs to circular 
saws or perhaps even a vital medical centre. With so many complex parts powered 
by combustion, running for long time periods, even the strongest generators begin to 
show signs of wear and tear. These include: 

• Leaks of coolant, oil and fuel 
• Fuel bleeding back into your tank 
• Parts failure 
• “Wetstacking” and other failures due to underloading 

And no doubt countless more. 

Regular servicing helps keep your Diesel generator in top condition and helps you 
ensure problems are spotted and dealt with before they become serious issues that 
could leave your generator in ruins. 

Why you Need Diesel Generator Servicing from CPS 

Our new CPS servicing contracts are designed to give our customers the best quality 
service in the fairest way possible. With our servicing, you pay for major and minor 
repairs separately. A minor service is £250 inc. VAT and a major service is £350. We 
recommend 3 minor and 1 major service across a year for a 250+kVa Diesel 
generator, and 1 major & minor for anything smaller than this. Travel is included in 
our pricing, and we also offer a variety of other services such as load bank testing. 
With CPS servicing you pay for exactly what your Diesel generator needs, when you 
need it. Our team of experts will ensure your UK-manufactured power solution is 
treated with the attention it deserves, and we’ll only ever give you service and repairs 
of the highest quality. 

We are committed to not only offering bespoke power solutions, 
including Silent, Containerised and more Diesel generators, but ensuring you get the 
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quality you deserve throughout their lifespan. CPS Diesel generator servicing is an 
affordable and quality system that will ensure your generator lives up to your 
standards throughout its lifetime and beyond. To find out more about our Diesel 
generators or servicing and maintenance, call us now or fill out our contact form 
today. 
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